We use diamagnetic levitation to investigate the shapes and the stability of free electrically charged and spinning liquid drops of volume ∼1 ml. In addition to binary fission and Taylor cone-jet fission modes observed at low and high charge density, respectively, we also observe an unusual mode which appears to be a hybrid of the two. Measurements of the angular momentum required to fission a charged drop show that nonrotating drops become unstable to fission at the amount of charge predicted by Lord Rayleigh. This result is in contrast to the observations of most previous experiments on fissioning charged drops, which typically exhibit fission well below Rayleigh's limit.
We use diamagnetic levitation to investigate the shapes and the stability of free electrically charged and spinning liquid drops of volume ∼1 ml. In addition to binary fission and Taylor cone-jet fission modes observed at low and high charge density, respectively, we also observe an unusual mode which appears to be a hybrid of the two. Measurements of the angular momentum required to fission a charged drop show that nonrotating drops become unstable to fission at the amount of charge predicted by Lord Rayleigh. This result is in contrast to the observations of most previous experiments on fissioning charged drops, which typically exhibit fission well below Rayleigh's limit. The liquid drop forms the basis of models of physics on an extraordinary range of length scales, from the astronomical scale down to the scale of the atomic nucleus. Plateau, in 1863, devised an experiment to study the shape stability of spinning astronomical objects, drawing parallels between the drop's surface tension and the self-gravitation of an astronomical body [1] , a powerful analogy still used to gain insights in modern cosmology [2] . The successes of the nuclear liquid drop model are well known [3] . Its extension to include a centrifugal term has been used to illuminate ongoing studies of highly deformed, rapidly rotating heavy nuclei [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Drop models have also proven useful to understand the stability of charged molecular and metal clusters [8, 9] .
The stable equilibrium shape of a rigidly rotating drop (analogous to the so-called "yrast" state of a rapidly spinning nucleus) is known to progress through a series of ellipsoidlike shapes with increasing angular momentum, transitioning from oblatelike to triaxial at a critical angular velocity [4] . Uncharged liquid drops continue to deform into a capsule-like shape and then a double-lobed, "dumbbell" shape, as the angular momentum is further increased, finally fissioning by scission of the dumbbell neck as equilibrium is lost [10] . A nonspinning, surface-charged free drop, on the other hand, remains spherical unless the charge exceeds a critical amount, whereupon it fissions by a "Coulomb explosion": a sharp peak forms on the surface, known as a Taylor cone, which emits a fine jet of microscopic daughter drops [11] . This process is employed in the atomization of liquids, forming the basis of electrospray mass spectrometry and nanoparticle deposition, electrostatic spraying, and many other important technologies [12, 13] . Lord Rayleigh predicted that a charged drop should become unstable to fission when the "fissility parameter" x ¼ Q 2 =64π 2 ϵ 0 a 3 T, the ratio of the electrostatic energy of the drop to twice its surface energy, exceeds 1; here Q, T, and a are the charge, surface tension, and radius of the spherical drop at rest, respectively [3, 14] .
Here, we investigate the situation in which the drop is endowed with both significant surface charge and angular momentum. The question arises: by which of these modes does a spinning and charged drop fission? Is there an abrupt change from electrospraylike Taylor cone fission to dumbbell fission, or is there a gradual variation with charge and angular momentum? Here, we observe an unusual mode of fission which appears to be a hybrid of both fission modes.
Our study affords a novel way to test Rayleigh's theory. Most previous experiments on nonspinning drops observe fission at x significantly less than 1 [11, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In contrast, our results indicate fission at x ¼ 1.0. A crucial difference between our experiments and previous ones is that we do not reach the critical charge by evaporating the drop. Instead, we induce fission by spinning the charged drop.
We employed diamagnetic levitation in order to work with cm-scale free drops [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Levitation was achieved using a custom-built 18.5 T superconducting magnet with a 58-mm diameter, room temperature vertical bore. The large bore (for such a magnet) is required so that image charges on the walls of the bore do not destabilize the levitation. Previously, Rhim et al. demonstrated the use of acoustically applied torque to fission charged drops in an electrostatic balance, but obtained limited quantitative data for highly charged drops [30] .
We levitated ∼1 ml drops of a mixture of tertbutanol and water (TBW), one at a time (Fig. 1) . This liquid has a large enough magnetic susceptibility to be levitated in our magnet, has a relatively low surface tension, reducing the voltage required to fission the drop, and a relatively large viscosity to help dampen oscillations and keep the drop in rigid-body rotation. In addition to the TBW mixture, we also studied drops of ethanol since there is less uncertainty in the values of the surface tension and density of this pure liquid, but at the expense of having a lower viscosity [31] . The drops are made almost weightless by the diamagnetic body forces counteracting gravity; stationary drops are spherical to a good approximation [27] .
A drop was introduced to the stable levitation point in the magnetic field using a glass pipette. The volume of liquid expelled from the pipette was determined from the change in weight of the pipette. To charge the drop, a copper pipe electrode was first fitted inside the bore and connected to a stable high voltage power supply, applying up to 7 kV to the pipe with respect to ground [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The tip of a thin, grounded wire was touched briefly to the drop, depositing a charge of up to 7 nC on its surface, with uniform charge density.
Prior to the experiments on rotating drops, the charge imparted to nonrotating drops of varying volume was measured directly, in order to determine accurately the capacitance of the drop, grounding wire, pipe system as a function of drop radius. Once charged, the levitating drop was made to fall into a conducting cup in electrical contact with one plate of a C ¼ 2 μF calibrated capacitor, with opposite plate grounded, and the voltage V C ¼ Q=C thus developed between the plates was measured with a fast, high impedance (10 GΩ) voltmeter [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The drop was made to fall by lowering the magnetic field strength below that necessary for stable levitation. The charge imparted to drops by this method was found to be highly reproducible. Measuring the charge for various voltages on the copper pipe yielded the capacitance [31] .
In subsequent experiments on rotating drops of TBW and ethanol, the drops were charged using exactly the same procedure, except that the charge was determined from the voltage on the pipe and the previously measured capacitance of the system. The electric field at the surface of these cm-scale drops is always lower than the breakdown threshold of air prior to fission; charge is not lost by ionization. We measured the half life of the charge to be several hours, long on the time scale of the experiments, and independent of the air humidity. After charging a drop, the copper pipe was removed and two glass air nozzles inserted for spinning up the drop by airflow [ Fig. 1(b) ]. When air was supplied to the nozzles, the levitating drop began to rotate about a vertical axis coinciding with the axis of the magnet bore. The airflow was switched on gradually to avoid exciting large surface and center-of-mass oscillations of the drop. Weak excitations of l ¼ 2, 3 and 4 spherical harmonics were occasionally observed, as in Ref. [26] . A second measurement of the drop volume was made after completing observations, to account for a small mass loss of up to 5% by evaporation during observation.
We first describe the observed shapes of uncharged, rotating drops, which have also been studied previously [26, 28, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . As the angular velocity Ω increased from rest (as measured by observing pollen grains added to the liquid), the equatorial radius of the drop expanded (Fig. 2, images a1-a2) , until, at a particular Ω, the drop lost its axisymmetric shape, elongating along an axis perpendicular to the rotation axis (image a3). While maintaining the airflow, i.e., continuing to apply a torque, the drop continued to elongate as its angular velocity fell, eventually developing a neck in the middle of the drop, giving the drop a dumbbell-like shape (images a4-a5). If we continued to apply airflow at this point, the drop ultimately lost equilibrium by "necking": the neck thinned rapidly and then ruptured (image a6) causing the drop to fission into two daughter drops of equal volume, plus a third much smaller drop which is a remnant of the neck. These observations are in accordance with theory that predicts an axisymmetric, oblatelike stable equilibrium shape for a drop spun up from rest, below a critical angular velocity
, where the dimensionless number Ω Ã II ¼ 0.559 was determined analytically by Chandrasekhar [10, 42] ; here, ρ is the liquid's density. At this angular velocity, numerical modeling by Brown and Scriven and others has shown that a group of stable equilibrium shapes with lower symmetry bifurcates from the axisymmetric shape family [10, [43] [44] [45] . This nonaxisymmetric so-called "two-lobed" shape family includes the capsulelike and dumbbell shapes observed here and elsewhere. The axisymmetric family loses stability at this angular velocity.
"Modestly" charged drops, x < 0.65, behaved similarly to uncharged drops except that they lost axisymmetry at lower Ω with increasing x (Fig. 2, images b1-b4) . Above x ¼ 0.68, fission occurred by formation of a Taylor cone (e.g., Fig. 2, image e6) . Fission occurred at progressively lower angular momentum with increasing x above 0.68. For 0.65 < x < 0.68 we observed drops undergo fission by either Taylor cone fission or a double-lobed fission mode in which the volumes of the lobes were unequal. Fission in the latter case produced daughter drops of unequal volume (e.g., Fig. 2, image c6) . Highly asymmetric double-lobed fission appeared similar in character to Taylor cone fission. Frequently, drops that ultimately fissioned from an asymmetric double-lobed shape developed a Taylor cone-like bump at one end (without fissioning) during spin-up, before the deformation spontaneously decayed and the drop went on to fission by necking.
To obtain quantitative comparisons with previous numerical and experimental work, we first measured the length of the longest axis (or axes) of the drop R and its angular velocity Ω as the angular momentum of the drop was increased. The drop was spun up slowly to an angular momentum just short of that required for fission, and then allowed to spin down by cutting the airflow. In Fig. 3 we have plotted the dimensionless length R Ã ¼ R=a against the dimensionless angular velocity Ω Ã ¼ Ω ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi ρa 3 =ð8TÞ p for a representative sample of charged and uncharged TBW drops. Arrows indicate the path taken with increasing and decreasing angular momentum. The angular velocity needed to cause the drop to break axisymmetry Ω Ã II can be identified in this plot as the value of Ω Ã where the gradient of the graph steepens sharply and becomes negative (a "backbend" [5] ), beyond which Ω Ã decreases with increasing angular momentum, owing to the rapidly increasing moment of inertia.
Comparing data from uncharged drops with Brown and Scriven's model (solid line) [10] shows that our measured [31] . Also plotted on Fig. 4 is the angular momentum, L Ã max II , measured at drop fission. These data were obtained from the experimentally measured angular velocity and moment of inertia immediately prior to fission. In this case, the moment of inertia was estimated by modeling the shape as a uniform rod of length 2R.
Our measured values of L line in Fig. 4 shows the results of our numerical model that closely reproduces the results of the equivalent GFK model [31] . Despite the crude estimate of the moment of inertia at fission, our finding that L Ã max II ≈ 1.15 at x ¼ 0 is close to Brown and Scriven's theoretical value of 1.08 [10] . Above x ≈ 0.85, it was not possible to observe whether there existed a stable nonaxisymmetric shape: drops fissioned by Taylor cone formation, apparently immediately after breaking axisymmetry.
The fission data L
Ã max II
ðxÞ clearly converge on a value of (Fig. 4) [47]. The experimentally determined limit of stability of the axisymmetric shapes, L Ã II ðxÞ, is consistent with our calculated curve that includes the weak restoring forces necessary for levitation [27] (dashed line, Fig. 4 ), which passes through
. Hence, we conclude that fission of a nonrotating cm-scale free drop occurs at the charge predicted by Rayleigh, i.e., at x ¼ 1. In contrast, most recent experiments that study micrometer-sized drops using either an electrodynamic levitator or by studying electrosprays, measured values of x substantially less than 1 at fission [11, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , including values that depend on the liquid [21] .
This poses the question of whether or not fission occurs before Rayleigh's stability limit is reached in those experiments, by some hitherto unforeseen route. Duft et al. shed light on this question by showing unequivocally that fission of micrometer-sized ethylene glycol drops occurs concomitantly with loss of stability of the drop to a quadrupole deformation, in agreement with Rayleigh's theory [20] . Even in those experiments though, the apparent value of x at fission, computed from the ostensible surface tension and the charge and volume of the drop, was x ≈ 0.7 [20] . Duft et al. tentatively ascribed this result to increasing concentration of surface contaminants as the drop evaporated, altering the surface tension [20] (but, see Ref. [48] ). As in all previous experiments to test Rayleigh's theory, a subcritically charged micrometer-sized drop of a volatile liquid was allowed to evaporate mass until the charge density became sufficiently high for it to undergo fission. In contrast, here, drops were made to undergo fission by spinning an initially subcritically charged drop, rupturing the drop by the combination of centripetal and electrostatic forces; evaporation was not necessary to obtain fission. We attempted to fission an isolated nonrotating drop by evaporation, as in previous studies, but the data from these experiments had a large scatter owing to the large uncertainty in the volume of the drop prior to fission. Attempts to charge a nonrotating drop to the Rayleigh limit, by applying the requisite charging voltage, caused the drop to fission well below the expected threshold charge, owing to the influence of the strong electric field at the tip of the grounding wire.
Our experiments show that reflection symmetry is spontaneously broken when the drop fissions by the Taylor cone mode: the drop forms a sharp peak at only one end of the drop. This is consistent with previous experiments (e.g., Ref. [11] ) [49] . Unexpectedly, the stable equilibrium double-lobed shapes also break reflection symmetry where x approaches the threshold for Taylor cone fission to be observed, leading to reflection asymmetric fission at higher angular momentum. Rhim et al. also observed similar asymmetric fission, without measurements of corresponding x and L values, using an electrostatic levitator [30] ; this suggests that the mode is not an artifact of the particular method of levitation. Asymmetric double-lobed fission appears to be a hybrid mode, the smaller of the lobes becoming a stream resembling a Taylor cone-jet with increasing asymmetry. During spin-up to asymmetric double-lobed fission, drops develop a transient Taylor cone-like feature-frequently leading to Taylor cone fission at this point, terminating spin-updemonstrating that, between the abrupt appearance of Taylor cone fission at x ¼ 0.65, and the limit of doublelobed fission at x ¼ 0.68, Taylor cone and hybrid modes exist as alternative fission pathways.
There is currently considerable interest in reflection symmetry breaking in rotating nuclei, with recent FIG. 4 . Shape stability as a function of the fissility, x ∝ ðchargeÞ 2 , and dimensionless angular momentum, L Ã . Experimental data bound the lower region of stable axisymmetric shapes (shaded blue), and the region of stable dumbbell and capsule shapes (unshaded). Crossing into the upper region (shaded red), drops become unstable to fission by necking for x < 0.65, or by formation of a Taylor cone x > 0.68; for 0.65 < x < 0.68, both Taylor cone and asymmetric dumbbell fission are observed. The boundaries of the shaded regions are quadratic fits to the data. Numerically determined boundaries for the axisymmetric shapes are indicated by the broken line for a free drop (dot-dash), and levitated drop (dashed).
experimental evidence [52] . Here, we observed a purely classical reflection symmetry-breaking mechanism in a charged rotating drop. We hope that this experimental result will spur further insights in this area, as have previous numerical studies of spinning liquid drops [4] . Through studying the stability and shapes of rotating charged droplets, we addressed the enduring puzzle of why droplets are observed to lose stability at charge seemingly at odds with Rayleigh's prediction. Our data provide unambiguous evidence that nonrotating cm-sized droplets undergo fission at the charge given by Rayleigh's limit.
